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ABSTRACT
Overweight and obesity have now reached historical, maximal peak values, with nearly one-third of world population suffering from these conditions. We are now witnessing the impact of this epidemic upon the global health status, with non-communicable diseases on the rise. We have also witnessed the shortcomings and failures of past actions taken when obesity is already present. In this essay the author reviews efforts made in the past regarding identification and treatment of obesity, and propose that actions should be taken before the onset of this disease, by motivating people to make intelligent, healthy choices when it comes to food and physical activity. A philosophy for healthy living should become central to the intervention actions, for them to be successful and sustained. Prevention of obesity should involve all those concerned irregardless of their position in society and curricular training, in order to create a multi-lateral, multi-national effort that will protect our families and our children from the consequences of this epidemic.
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1. Introduction
Regarding the prevention of obesity it can be said that there are still limitations on the design, planning and conduction of specifically oriented campaigns [1], but also that important advances have been made thanks to the concerns and efforts of scientists, scholars and politicians, to name a few of the actors involved. Valuable data can be extracted from both situations if work furthering the aforementioned goal is to be improved.

Efforts in the prevention of obesity have not been backed enough due to a perceived lack of knowledge about causes and features of the determinants of this epidemic [2,3]. Lack of knowledge by health professionals intended to act against overweight and obesity, as well as society as a whole, has led both to fail to realize that obesity is in itself a disease. Lest it is accepted that obesity limits not only quality of life, but also the mere existence of it. Training of professionals in food, nutrition, and physical activity is not sufficient; scientific research endorsing prevention of obesity in order to respond to different and various situations in which overweight and obesity present and develop in our populations is lacking; and available methods for educating the general population on issues of healthy food and physical activity that would serve to revert the influence of publicity surrounding unhealthy foods and sedentary lifestyles are deficient. Although scientific journals and publications clearly signal the alarming increase in childhood obesity, this health problem is not acknowledged enough. Implications of this behavior are not identified at the required level to fully understand the size of the problem. Although epidemiological data shows the indeclinably upwardly trend in already increased costs of obesity [4], realization that excess of weight represents an important factor limiting the development of mankind in view of the associated economical and social overtones is not generalized yet. Absence of consequent action when abundant knowledge about the causes and consequences of overweight and obesity exist also limits the effectiveness of campaigns aimed to prevent these diseases.

It has been known for quite some time that obesity is the result of a chronically maintained positive energy balance. However, most of the times it is pretended to approach this problem merely by indicating improvements in food habits, or prescribing modest changes in physical activity. Regarding comprehensive efforts to prevent obesity, even though the intention is nonetheless correct, major blunders are committed when the generalization “guaranteeing healthy food and persons to be active” is intended to be enforced. Modification of lifestyles by incorporating healthy food habits and diminishment of sedentary behavior are heart-lightly advised, without realizing how hard is to put these recommendations into practice. Changing habits without considering
their onsets and strengths is a task meeting scarce chances for success. This observation is reinforced after witnessing numerous failures accumulated after decades and decades trying to stop an epidemic that has become global.

Obesity affects the wealthy as well as the poor, men and women alike, adults, adolescents and children, and people irregardless of ethnic origin [5,6]. The prevalence of obesity is already higher than 50% in today’s adults in the majority of our countries! But behavior of this disease across these variables is far from being homogenous. Hence, these differences should be taken into account when dealing with obesity prevention. On the other hand, differences arising from places of living, instruction levels, and social as well as cultural aspects, among others, should also be considered in every effort to counter obesity. Regarding this latter issue, it is to be noticed that urbanization rate is now reaching 80% of the population worldwide, and this circumstance, coupled with ease of access to motor transportation, implies low levels of energy expenditure by individuals without intense (lest to say moderate) physical activities as part of their schooling or work chores (that also includes travels between their homes and school- and work-places). In a study involving 315 subjects from both sexes, living in North America, Central America, South America and the Caribbean, with college education, and knowledge about health implications of obesity, more than half of them were sedentary and did not follow a health diet regularly [3]. This result is in agreement with reports from other scientific journals describing population groups in which more than 40% of their members exhibited sedentary habits in spite of a level of instruction higher than junior high grade. It is not necessary to resort to complex mathematical models to forecast how obesity will increase if we are not to act urgent but properly against this epidemic [5].

Reduction of sedentariness, on an individual as well as population level, is a complex task, and procedures to achieve this goal in a stable and sustainable way are not fully documented. It is now known that our boys and girls do not spend as much energy as we, the adults of today, did when playing and performing outdoor activities in our not that distant childhood [7]. Moderate to intense physical activity should be incorporated into one person’s lifestyle in a voluntary and attractive manner, after seeing that sedentariness can be non-volitionally reduced as much as 50% in a population because of economical hardships and crisis. But when these events subside, sedentariness returns at rates higher than that observed when economical conditions dictate daily, extenuating life activities such as long walks to workplaces, or bicycle riding for long stretches. Energy food intake in excess of energy expenditure can also be dramatically reduced due to economic reasons on both individual and population levels; but again when causes for food shortages disappear a rebound-effect occurs with food consumption levels surpassing even those recorded before the imposed change, thus facilitating higher rates of overweight. So, it is now easy to understand why several researchers state that practices of moderate/intense physical activity and healthy food should be welcome and enjoyed by the subject for him/her to obey and uphold them.

In spite of all that has been said in the preceding paragraphs, an augmented perception of obesity as a health problem has led to a situation never seen before: more and more researchers from dissimilar fields and disciplines are working together on this subject; an important number of political effectors are worried about obesity; and opinion leaders are starting to spread messages that might help to prevent obesity, among other favorable changes. This is a strength we should all profit from it, and to empower it by facilitating local as well as national actions through international collaboration.

2. On the Prevention of Obesity

Prevention of obesity, as any other disease, has a direct relationship with the stages of natural history of pathological processes. Building upon this ground, and given the difficulties arising from reverting obesity when presented, the strategy of prioritizing primordial as well as primary prevention is fostered [8,9]. Obesity prevention should also reach all levels and sectors that could keep excess of weight from presenting and developing.

Primordial prevention is defined as prevention of the onset and development of patterns of social, economic and cultural life known to contribute to the risk of this disease, such as unhealthy food and/or sedentariness. Actions can be taken as part of primordial prevention efforts such as drafting and enforcing goal-oriented laws and regulations, as well as other ones imposing limits on those factors that would facilitate the onset of the disease. This level of prevention acquires particular relevance when regarding actions aimed to prevent obesity because it is aimed to create environments where individuals as well as populations are enabled (and encouraged) to embrace healthy habits. Education of individuals and populations alike in training and development of these habits also constitute primordial prevention actions.

Primary prevention is the whole set of measures applied in the management of the health-illness process before the subject gets sick. These actions are aimed to prevent the onset of the illness and to maintain health, and their objective is to limit the appearance of new patients by controlling risk factors and causes of the disease. As part of the primary prevention, actions are taken reaching the whole population (known as “population
strategy”), as well as groups at risk (“group strategy”). Boys and girls constitute population groups at risk of obesity, and thus they are among those targeted for intervention.

Secondary prevention corresponds with actions oriented to early detection, and timely treatment, of the disease; and includes measures for recovering health lost due to illness. Given the increased number of obese people, conduction of these secondary prevention actions is of utmost importance, although it is emphasized that primordial and primary preventions are more effective when it comes to stopping the epidemic of obesity. With these thoughts in mind, the practicing physician should consider the use of appetite-suppressing drugs to keep the current situation from getting out of course, and to sustain the beneficial effect expected from other measures taken such as bariatric surgery (to name a few).

Realization of the existence of determinants of obesity such as educational, cultural, social, and economic events; the non-stopping increase in urbanization rates, reduction of physical activity accompanying daily life, augmented and consumption of foods with higher amounts of saturated fats and refined sugars (without exhausting the list), indicates that solutions to the challenges posed by obesity require a multi-sector participation. Multi-sector work in the prevention of obesity means active involvement of all those sectors that can act, direct or indirectly, to facilitate creation and development of healthy environments, in addition to the elimination of “obesogenic” ones. Coordination of all the strategies and actions aimed to stop obesity epidemic into a single policy is important for the multi-sector work to be successful, and the health sector is responsible for providing health statistics allowing identification of the behavior of the disease and their determinants. Multi-level work for preventing obesity also implies local, national and also international efforts, because it is impossible to confront this epidemic without considering determinants existing in those same levels. Considerations about local and national conditions are fundamental for success of this class of prevention.

Prevention of obesity is a task involving individuals, families, communities, and governments alike, not to mention other important actors. It is not enough to create healthy environments if people do not know how to use them, and it is impossible to prevent obesity without healthy environments. All the efforts put into preventing obesity should be targeted to the different stages of the subject’s lifespan, but special emphasis has to be placed on those factors related with the pre-conceptional period, the first ages of life, the schooling period, workplaces, and community as a whole.

To prevent the rise in obesity-related morbidity and mortality large-scale interventions programs at the community level are required that should be aimed to increase physical activity, along with sustainable options for consuming healthy foods, especially in children [10, 11]. Caring for the children can become the needed catalyst for prevention of obesity to be effective, and also to help obese children to overcome this disease, although more refined procedures are required. Embodying children with the development of habits and behaviors leading them to choose the pleasure for being active and the taste for a healthier food could mean a lifestyle totally different from the one prevailing in the majority of our countries, where today’s values have crowned sedentari-ness and unbalanced diets.

3. Towards a Philosophy for Living Healthy

When writing this essay, a question struck my mind: is it possible when discussing obesity that we are putting aside fundamental issues such as bodies of mental and cultural constructs and philosophies built into individuals as well as populations? The same philosophies that have made people today to revere sedentariness and unbalanced, unhealthy diets as top values in (post)modern societies; these same philosophical foundations that have led individuals to engage into behaviors leading to the onset and development of overweight and obesity: from denial of obesity as a disease and an event limiting development of the society to disregard for caring the most precious treasure of any country: the child population. These same philosophical foundations that have evolved from misconceptions associating obesity with economic wealth; and excess of weight as a health status when opposed to low weight due to malnutrition and poverty [12]. Hence, prevention of obesity should imply embracing lifestyles that would latter be embodied into a philosophy for our daily lives incorporating search for welfare, good quality of life, and adding years to life by enjoying moderate to intense physical activity and preferring a healthy diet. That is: a philosophy for living healthy.

The foundations of the philosophy for healthy living lie in achieving a balance between energy intake and energy expenditure, thus prompting us to ask ourselves what should be the best diet for our bodies and what level of physical activity we should practice. These foundations can be traced back up to breastfeeding, which supplies the child with all the essential nutrients during the first months of life; and are incorporated by those individuals who pursue how to exercise their muscles in a natural way. But in order to sustain a healthy diet and also to be active knowledge, perceptions and subjective as well as objective decisions, among other resources, corresponding with this philosophy for a healthy living are required.

Diet should be in accordance with nutritional requirements, and an active condition facilitates that muscles
and joints preserve their physiological capacity as part of the individual’s normal performance. As we all know, considerations about diet should include, among other factors, type and quantity of foods, ways of preparation and cooking, frequency of consumption, place and company during meals, and also ways and time we dedicate to the mere act of consuming our meals. As for physical activity, similar considerations have to be made, regarding type, ways, duration and frequency of its execution, as well as the place and company during exercising.

In the philosophy for healthy living might lie the way to find a viable solution to the problem posed by obesity because it encompasses all of their causes in a comprehensive and holistic manner. In keeping with these integrated and interrelated causes, this philosophy should also indicate how to find ways to prevent (or at least revert) them by identifying that knowledge which might be of help in this purpose, as well as providing the need for better scientific information on more effective actions against obesity. This philosophy for a healthy living should influence politics, sciences, culture, and any other factor affecting society, including our concepts about beauty and welfare; and incorporate mottos such as: “once one is gifted with life, health becomes the most important value” and “in order to preserve health it is required to avoid the condition of overweight or obesity, because obesity is incompatible with health”. Thus, the philosophy for healthy living should convince individuals that any expression of sedentariness accompanied with an unbalanced diet would negatively affect their health, and so, persons should choose to avoid harmful foods in favor of tastes and preferences for healthier ones, on the grounds of information, education and motivation; as well as to enjoy the effects of moderate to intense physical activity [13]. As with a healthy diet, preference for being active should respond to the satisfaction of the true and identified interests of the individual, where his/her motivation should be enough to act in a sustained way corresponding with his/her decision to lead a healthy life.

Practical examples of the philosophy for a healthy living can be built into social and family spheres, such as preference for talking while walking or jogging instead of long conversations between people seated; swimming instead of lying on the beach sand; serving foods to our guests without our goodwill hosting gestures being equaled with an abundant portion; educating children and adolescents on individual acting; as well as to stimulate voluntary reduction of body weight excess. In order for the general population to embrace this philosophy for living healthy then it is required to inform, educate, research, and train; but also to empower collaboration between all concerned through specified projects at local, regional and national levels. Among these projects we can mention those aimed to diagnose and act against obesity, research on the impact of healthy diet and physical activity, the passing of laws supporting prevention of obesity, education of the general population, along with creation and promotion of human resources; and reduction of “obesogenic” environments coupled with the opening new “obese-free” ones and enhancing those already existing.

4. Conclusion

Preventing the rise, development and expansion of the epidemic of obesity represents a formidable task for present and future generations. Prevention efforts should be aimed to identify and treat risk factors for this disease, as well as stimulating people to voluntarily reduce excess of body weight, choose healthy diets and practice moderate to intense physical activity. But preventing obesity should also include the advancement of a philosophy for healthy living which empowers people to freely and knowingly choose healthy ways of life, and thus enjoying being active and well fed. Evolution of the human race towards its own demise by attempting against its life and development because of overweight and obesity responds to philosophical foundations that are incompatible with human intelligence; and so it is expected that our intelligence will be able to overcome the challenges posed by this global epidemic. These philosophies, which have led people to lose their health to sedentariness and unhealthy diet, can and should be eliminated with the commitment of all concerned, because we all are affected by this problem, and with all and for the sake of all the philosophy for healthy living should be promoted.
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